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Respected Mr Chairman, 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 
Dear guests, 
 
I would like first of all to take this opportunity to thank the China General Chamber of Commerce 
in Japan for their recommendation, which has made it possible for me to step into this Forum. I 
would like especially to thank Chairman Jing Shuping for his enthusiastic invitation, which has 
given me the honor to be present and express my view at this mammoth global Chinese gathering. 
 
Due to the needs of work I have often be invited from Tokyo to Hong Kong and from Hong Kong 
to the United States to express my viewpoint on economic situations and development strategies. As 
a scholoar of economics I feel gratified to be able to contribute my limited wisdom to the society at 
large. Meanwhile I feel somewhat regretful and ashamed because as a Chinese who has resided 
abroad for long years I have had no opportunity to speak out directly on the soil of my 
dream-cherished motherland with its 9.6 million square kilometers and make my modest 
contribution to its reform and development. Perhaps due to this, I find it difficult to calm down my 
sentiment at this very moment, although I once considered myself quite accustomed to speaking 
from a platform to a large audience. At this very moment I feel somewhat perturbed and wonder if I 
could give a qualified answer to my kith and kin on the soil of my homeland, the very soil where I 
was born and brought up and to my compatriot Chinese brothers and sisters from all over the world, 
although I was once so confident of my study reports. At this very moment the only thing I can do 
without hesitation is to say I will try my best. 
 
The topic I want to discuss here today is "Globalization: Opportunities and Challenges." As is 
known to all, this is a topic that experts and scholars at home and abroad have been discussing over 
and over again. As a latecomer, can I offer anything new and unique? I have been pondering it over 
and over since I took up the topic. Frankly speaking, I am not so confident of myself now. But I do 
not in the least expect that you will fall asleep for the next twenty minutes. 
 
I will bring forth my view on this issue from the following two angles. 
 
First of all, what does globalization mean to us? Or what has globalization brought to us in this very 
world? Secondly, how should we meet the challenges from globalization and how should we benefit 
from it? 
 



What has globalization brought to us? To answer this question, I think we should first give a simple 
definition to globalization. 
 
What is globalization? We may say we may interpret it different from different stances an different 
perceptions. Today I am talking of globalization basing myself on the understanding that it is the 
process and result of free movements of all production elements or resources all over the world 
beyond the traditional boundaries of nation-states and beyond their different social systems so as to 
materialize optimum distribution. That is to say the globatlization here is economic globalization. 
What impact has such globalization brought to our economies then? To sum up, it has mainly 
brought us the following two aspects: 
 
First, it has increased the synchronic and unstable character of our economies the world over. Just 
look at the impact of every move of the US economy on other countries and you will realize it. It is 
very clear that globalization has much to do with the synchronic fluctuations of national economies 
the world over. Historical experience has also proved this. The period from 1850s to the early 19th 
century was one of remarkable globalization. We know that the period saw a strong synchronic 
feature of economic fluctuations in all the major industrialized economies. The feature was so 
remarkable that we often refer to the Great Depression of 1929 as the World Depression. We do not 
refer to it as an economic crisis of which particular country.  
 
The second major impact of globalization on us is the formation of a world market.  
The formation of a worldwide market means that resources can be effectively distributed on a 
global scale. All countries, enterprises and even individuatls can bring forth their stong points and 
avoid their shortcomings in the international division of work and find a proper orientation and 
approach that is suitable for their own development. The temendous economic achievements we 
have made in the 20 years of reform and opening up have proved that we have been successful in 
meeting the first challenges and using the first opportunities brought to us by globalization. The fact 
that the dependence of Chinese economy on trade and exports rose from 9.8% and 4.6% in 1978 to 
46.6% and 24.4% to date while developing at a speed much higher than the world's average shows 
us that we have not rejected globalization, but have successfully made use of it. At least so far we 
may claim to be great winners in the international economic cooperation and division of work under 
the context of globalization. 
 
Are there any losers then? Some say globalization is a double winner game for both developed and 
developing countries. Others say it is a zero-sum game with the rich becoming ever richer and the 
poor becoming ever poorer. To ponder it over calmly, these views are reflections of partial realistic 
truth. They are neither totally right nor totally wrong. As far as I am concerned, I tend to favor the 
former point of view. Why? Because we cannot deny that the daily intensifying economic 
competition under globalization is not entirely equal among all countries, enterprises and 
individuals. There is a great disparity between developed and developing countries in terms of 



starting point of competition and competitive capacity. Furthermore, due to various historical 
reasons, most of the game rules now in practice in the international community were fomulated by 
developed countries. These rules cannot but be favorable to the developed countries to some exten 
or other. Why should I be in favor of the former viewpoint then? Because I consider globalization 
as a historical opportunity for all countries alike. The impact and risk of globalization will be just 
the same to all countries regardless their different development levels or stages. As a matter of fact, 
this will be quite clear to us all if we have a look back into the 1980s and 1990s when globalization 
developed by leaps and bounds among all economies. At that time some developed countries 
including Japan and certain European countries experienced a declining revenue level when there 
was a general deterioration of revenue distribution, that is to say, when some developing countries 
including Japan and certain European countries experienced a declining revenue level when there 
was a general deterioration of revenue distribution, that is to say, when some developing countries 
became poorer and poorer. Why should there have been such a phenomenon? From the angle of 
globalization we can find some of the reasons. Looking back into the history, we may come to 
know that all economies that exceed the world average rate, or the winners of the globalization era, 
have faced squarely the impact of globalization and actively plunged themselves into the ever 
intensifying competition that accompanied with the process of globalization. Otherwise they would 
have fallen behind others and become losers in the globalization era.  
 
World history of national development also tells us that one of the reasons for the widening gap 
between the northern and southern hemispheres is that some countries, especially some developing 
countries, have rejected and boycotted globalization. Instead of actively participating in the 
international division of work they have followed a policy of closed-door-ism and self-isolation. 
The result was that instead of developing their so-called national industries, they lagged far behind 
the world average rate in their speed of economic development. 
 
To sum up, the risks and impact of globalization on all countries, developed or developing, are just 
the same. Rejecion of globalization and its accompanying competition not only made the poor 
poorer, but also might cause the rich to become poor once again. Japan was a case in point. Some 
people including some famous US scholars had vociferously acclaimed Japan as Number One until 
the early 1990s. But how come that Japan as the world's Number One became depressed all of a 
sudden, never to resuscitate? Why could Japan, once a country that proposed through tade and 
reaped the largest benefit from cooperation and division of work in the international community, 
have all of a sudden turned round and wielded the club of trade sanction to punish our onions 
mushrooms and rush? The reason lay mainly in the fact that there were some people in Japan who 
feared and rejected competition out o their personal, group and corporate vested interests. 
 
The ever-widening gap between world incomes and the experience of Japan have told us the stark 
truth: Globalization is no free lunch. We must always work hard and keep abreast of the times. Only 
in this way can we entirely get rid of the fate of the poor becoming the poorer. But how can we 



manage to turn to good use of the double-blade sword of globalization then? There can be only one 
answer to the question: All countries, enterprises and individuals must use all methods and 
opportunities available to enhance their competitiveness. How to achieve this? To preserve and 
enhance our compeititiveness, we must first of all improve the irrational portion of our system. 
 
The institutional innovation as required by globalization based on the principle of market 
competition is by no means confined to the economic field. It demands an all-directional 
innovation. Beyond any shadow of doubt, correct perspective decision making is the basic condition 
for us to remain invincile in the complicated and ever-changing competition environment. For this 
reason we need to make our macro and micro systems more compatible with different voices in 
economic decision making and make our mechanism more quickly and correctly responsive to the 
different voices expressed. As a scholoar overseas who has been following with close concern the 
process of China's development, I wrote as far back as in 1992 an article advocating that it should 
shift the emphasis of its economic policy onto expanding domestic demand under the drastically 
worsening export environment caused by the Asian financial storm. 
 
Historical experience is noteworthy. But we must also try our best to shatter historical fetters. We in 
China have the tradition of "remembering past sufferings and cherishing the present sweet lives". 
Such tradition may of course be good in keeping us from self-frustration and teaching us to cherish 
all that we own now. But it is undeniable that such self-gratifying vertical self-comparison may also 
become a dope causing us to be self-complacent, conservative, self-intoxicated and 
self-anesthetized. At the eruption of a foamy economy there was no lack of enlightened people who 
pointed out the crisis facing Japan. But why was it that instead of exticating itself from the 
quagmire of depression, Japan has been bogged ever deeper into quagmire after a decade's time? In 
my view, the most important reason is that until now here has been a lack of awareness about crisis, 
an imperative for thoroughgoing reforms, in the Japanese society as a whole, ranging from the 
government to the enterprises and individuals. From the angle of remembering past sufferings and 
cherishing the present sweet lives, they can after all claim to be enjoying a relatively sweet life than 
most of their historical periods. Such is the case with Japan, which is worthy of the name of the 
second largest world economy. How can we China afford to follow such a mode of thinking? The 
ideological pattern of remembering past sufferings and cherishing present sweet lives should be laid 
to rest. We need a second and third round of education about the danger of us being stripped of our 
"global membership". 
 
Confronted with the challenges of globalization, we should make a new reflection of our own 
culture. 
 
I remember my father was once worried that I might become a narrow nationalist when I was 
young. Four years of university education turned me into a proponenet of the Oriental school as I 
got and insight into Asia through the example of Japan. I was once very repulsive of Western 



cultures, especially American culture, thinking that Asian countries should and could find a way of 
development with Asian characteristics. The post-war economic miracle of Japan gave me great 
inspiration. So I headed eastward for Japan. But while experiencing a bloating and explosive foamy 
Japanese economy, I have witnessed the US economic resuscitation through painstaking 
readjustments. My conviction began to vacillate radically. I became strongly interested in the US 
culture. So I flew across the Pacific to Harvard University. A short span of only one year is too 
short for me to have a full grasp of US culture, but it is adequate for me to make some reflections of 
certain traditional ideas. As you are all aware, some people resemble US culture to a course of salad 
because the US society is composed of immigrants from all over the world. As soon as I settled 
down in the United States I began to realize the practical implications of the saying. I was once 
even worried that for all my wish to acquire a standard American English accent I might end up 
taking a mixture of accents in some miscellaneous English. Because in the United States, 
immigrants are so reckless that they naturally speak a so-called English mixed with a strong accent 
of their mother tongue, although they might have been in the United States for seventeen, twenty 
years or even longer. I have lived in Japan for many long years. I was really shocked at such a 
phenomenon. But soon afterwards I seemed to be somewhat awakened. The United States is really a 
dish of miscellaneous salad, which has basically preserved the original taste and juice of the 
ingredient vegetables and fruits. But how is it that the United States society, which is compoased of 
"vegetables and fruits with original taste and juice" as its basis, can have such a tremendous force of 
cohesion? My interpretation is that they have a salad jam suitable to everybody, a salad jam known 
as American dream. It is precisely this salad jam and the compatible and effective utilization of the 
"vegetables and fruits with original taste and juice" that has made it possible for the United States to 
keep an upward trend of development since its establishment while enhancing the cohesiveness of 
its society. 
 
From the United States, which is resembled to a course of salad, I am now coming back to China. 
The Chinese society has always been described as a sheet of loose sand. This analogy has always 
been used in a derogatory sense. As a matter of fact, a dish of salad and a sheet of loose sand can be 
interpreted as different portrayals of the same thing. But why should a community of Chinese 
nationals improess others as lacking a force of cohesion? Old-timers say the community was once 
disunited indeed. In my opinion, we lack something like a salad jam that can mix with vegetables 
and fruits of original taste and juice into a delicious salad. We lack something like a cohesive agent 
that can turn a sheet of loose sand into a cake of solid stuff. If the manager of our country or our 
enterprise can provide something like a US dream cohesive agent, I am sure we shall certainly be 
able to unite as one and meet all challenges of globalization easily. The 21st century will certainly 
be a century for China, an era when the Chinese nation will top among all nations. 
 
Thank you all. 
 


